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Preface

This book is intended for graduate students in different branches of science and engineering
(i.e. chemical, mechanical, environmental, energetics, etc.) interested in the simulation of
polydisperse multiphase flows, as well as for scientists and engineers already working in
this field. The book provides, in fact, a systematic and consistent discussion of the basic
theory that governs polydisperse multiphase systems, which is suitable for a neophyte,
and presents a particular class of computational methods for their actual simulation, which
might interest the more experienced scholar.

As explained throughout the book, disperse multiphase systems are characterized by
multiple phases, with one phase continuous and the others dispersed (i.e. in the form of
distinct particles, droplets, or bubbles). The term polydisperse is used in this context to
specify that the relevant properties characterizing the elements of the disperse phases, such
as mass, momentum, or energy, change from element to element, generating what are com-
monly called distributions. Typical distributions, which are often used as characteristic
signatures of multiphase systems, are, for example, a crystal-size distribution (CSD), a
particle-size distribution (PSD), and a particle-velocity distribution.

The problem of describing the evolution (in space and time) of these distributions has
been treated in many ways by different scientific communities, focusing on aspects most
relevant to their community. For example, in the field of crystallization and precipitation,
the problem is described (often neglecting spatial inhomogeneities) in terms of crystal or
particle size, and the resulting governing equation is called a population-balance equation
(PBE). In the field of evaporating (and non-evaporating) sprays the problem is formu-
lated in terms of the particle surface area and the governing equation is referred to as the
Williams–Boltzmann equation. In this and other fields great emphasis has been placed on
the fact that the investigated systems are spatially inhomogeneous. Aerosols and ultra-fine
particles are often described in terms of particle mass, and the final governing equation is
called the particle-dynamics equation. Particulate systems involved in granular flows have
instead been investigated in terms of particle velocity only, and the governing equation is
the inelastic extension to multiphase systems of the well-known Boltzmann equation (BE)
used to describe molecular velocity distributions in gas dynamics.

Although these apparently different theoretical frameworks are referred to by different
names, the underlying theory (which has its foundation in classical statistical mechanics) is
exactly the same. This has also generated a plethora of numerical methods for the solution
of the governing equations, often sharing many common elements, but generally with a
specific focus on only part of the problem. For example, in a PBE the distribution repre-
senting the elements constituting the multiphase system is often discretized into classes or
sections, generating the so-called discretized population-balance equation (DPBE). Among
the many methods developed, one widely used among practitioners in computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) is the multiple-size-group (MUSIG) method. This approach resembles,

xiii
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xiv Preface

in its basic ideas, the discretization carried out for the BE in the so-called discrete-velocity
method (DVM). Analogously, the method of moments (MOM) has been used for the solu-
tion of both PBE and BE, but the resulting closure problem is overcome by following
different strategies in the two cases. In the case of the BE the most popular moment clo-
sure is the one proposed by Grad, which is based on the solution of a subset of 13 or
26 moments, coupled with a presumed functional form for the velocity distribution. In
contrast, in the case of a PBE the closure strategy often involves interpolation among the
known moments (as in the method of moments with interpolative closure, MOMIC). Given
the plethora of approaches, for the novice it is often impossible to see the connections
between the methods employed by the different communities.

This book provides a consistent treatment of these issues that is based on a general
theoretical framework. This, in turn, stems from the generalized population-balance equa-
tion (GPBE), which includes as special cases all the other governing equations previously
mentioned (e.g. PBE and BE). After discussing how this equation originates, the different
computational models for its numerical solution are presented. The book is structured as
follows.

• Chapter 1 introduces key concepts, such as flow regimes and relevant dimensionless
numbers, by using two examples: the PBE for fine particles and the KE for gas–
particle flow. Subsequently the mesoscale modeling approach used throughout the
book is explained in detail, with particular focus on the relation to microscale and
macroscale models and the resulting closure problems.

• Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to the mesoscale description of polydisperse
systems. In this chapter the many possible number-density functions (NDF), formu-
lated with different choices for the internal coordinates, are presented, followed by an
introduction to the PBE in their various forms. The chapter concludes with a short
discussion on the differences between the moment-transport equations associated
with the PBE, and those arising due to ensemble averaging in turbulence theory.

• Chapter 3 provides an introduction to Gaussian quadrature and the moment-inversion
algorithms used in quadrature-based moment methods (QBMM). In this chapter,
the product–difference (PD) and Wheeler algorithms employed for the classical
univariate quadrature method of moments (QMOM) are discussed, together with
the brute-force, tensor-product, and conditional QMOM developed for multivari-
ate problems. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the extended quadrature
method of moments (EQMOM) and the direct quadrature method of moments
(DQMOM).

• In Chapter 4 the GPBE is derived, highlighting the closures that must be introduced
for the passage from the microscale to the mesoscale model. This chapter also con-
tains an overview of the mathematical steps needed to derive the transport equations
for the moments of the NDF from the GPBE. The resulting moment-closure problem
is also throughly discussed.

• Chapter 5 focuses on selected mesoscale models from the literature for key phys-
ical and chemical processes. The chapter begins with a general discussion of the
mesoscale modeling philosophy and its mathematical framework. Since the number
of mesoscale models proposed in the literature is enormous, the goal of the chapter is
to introduce examples of models for advection and diffusion in real and phase space
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Preface xv

and zeroth-, first-, and second-order point processes, such as nucleation, breakage,
and aggregation.

• Chapter 6 is devoted to the topic of hard-sphere collision models (and related simpler
kinetic models) in the context of QBMM. In particular, the exact source terms for
integer moments due to collisions are derived in the case of inelastic binary collisions
between two particles with different diameters/masses, and the use of QBMM to
overcome the closure problem is illustrated.

• Chapter 7 is devoted to solution methods of the spatially homogeneous GPBE,
including class and sectional methods, MOM and QBMM, and Monte Carlo meth-
ods. The chapter concludes with a few examples comparing solution methods for
selected homogeneous PBE.

• Chapter 8 focuses on the use of moment methods for solving a spatially inhomo-
geneous GPBE. Critical issues with spatially inhomogeneous systems are moment
realizability and corruption (due to numerical advection and diffusion operator) and
the presence of particle trajectory crossing (PTC). These are discussed after introduc-
ing kinetics-based finite-volume methods, by presenting numerical schemes capable
of preserving moment realizability and by demonstrating with practical examples
that QBMM are ideally suited for capturing PTC. The chapter concludes with a
number of spatially one-dimensional numerical examples.

• To complete the book, four appendices are included. Appendix A contains the
Matlab scripts for the most common moment-inversion algorithms presented in
Chapter 3. Appendix B discusses in more detail the kinetics-based finite-volume
methods introduced in Chapter 8. Finally, the key issues of PTC in phase space,
which occurs in systems far from collisional equilibrium, and moment conservation
with some QBMM are discussed in Appendix C and Appendix D, respectively.

The authors are greatly indebted to the many people who contributed in different ways
to the completion of this work. Central in this book is the pioneering research of Dr. Robert
L. McGraw, who was the first to develop QMOM and the Jacobian matrix transformation
(which is the basis for DQMOM) for the solution of the PBE, and brought to our atten-
tion the importance of moment corruption and realizability when using moment methods.
The authors are therefore especially grateful to Professor Daniel E. Rosner, who in 1999
directed their attention to the newly published work of Dr. McGraw on QMOM. They
would also like to thank Professor R. Dennis Vigil for recognizing the capability of QMOM
for solving aggregation and breakage problems, and Professor Prakash Vedula for provid-
ing the mathematical framework used to compute the moment source terms for hard-sphere
collisions reported in Chapter 6.

A central theme of the solution methods described in this book is the importance of
maintaining the realizability of moment sets in the numerical approximation. On this point,
the authors are especially indebted to Professor Marc Massot for enlightening them on
the subtleties of kinetics-based methods for hyperbolic systems and the general topic of
particle trajectory crossings. Thanks to the excellent numerical analysis skills of Professor
Olivier Desjardins and a key suggestion by Dr. Philippe Villedieu during the 2006 Summer
Program at the Center for Turbulence Research, Professor Massot’s remarks eventually
pointed us in the direction of the realizable finite-volume schemes described in Chapter 8.
In this regard, we also want to acknowledge the key contributions of Professor Z. J. Wang
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xvi Preface

in the area of high-order finite-volume schemes and Dr. Varun Vikas for the development
and implementation of the realizable quasi-high-order schemes described in Appendix B.
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Notation

Upper-case Roman

A generic particle acceleration due to buoyancy, gravity, and drag
A coefficient matrix in DQMOM and brute-force QMOM for

determining the quadrature approximation
A coefficient matrix constituted by mixed moments for calculating

velocity parameters un in inhomogeneous systems

AD particle cross-section surface area
Aeq area of equivalent sphere
AH Hamaker parameter
Ap particle surface area

Af fluid acceleration due to body forces
Afp pure particle acceleration due to fluid–particle momentum exchange
Ap pure particle acceleration due to body forces
Ap,0 mean particle-acceleration term
Apf pure fluid acceleration due to fluid–particle momentum exchange

A(n) acceleration acting on nth particle due to body forces
(for particles in vacuum)

A(n)
f acceleration acting on the fluid in the neighborhood of the

nth particle due to pressure, body, and viscous forces
A(n)

fp acceleration acting on the nth particle
due to fluid–particle forces

A(n)
p acceleration acting on the nth particle due to body forces

(for particles suspended in a fluid)
A(n)

pf acceleration acting on the fluid in the neighborhood of the
nth particle due to fluid–particle forces

A∗fp global particle acceleration due to fluid–particle momentum
exchange (including diffusion terms)

A∗i coefficient matrix constituted by moments m∗j,k;i for calculating
velocity parameters un in inhomogeneous systems with FVM

Ai j
kl collision frequencies between particle-velocity classes in DVM

〈Af〉1 multi-particle conditional expected fluid acceleration
due to body forces

〈Afp〉1 multi-particle conditional expected particle acceleration
due to fluid–particle forces

xvii
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xviii Notation

〈Ap〉1 multi-particle conditional expected particle acceleration
due to field forces

〈Apf〉1 multi-particle conditional expected fluid acceleration
due to fluid–particle forces

〈A(n)
fp 〉1 single-particle conditional expected continuous particle acceleration

due to fluid–particle forces
〈A(n)

p 〉1 single-particle conditional expected continuous particle acceleration
due to field forces

�Af�f total acceleration of the fluid seen by the particles
due to forces in the fluid phase

�Afp�N total acceleration acting on monodisperse particles
(of constant size and mass) due to drag, lift, and pressure forces

�Afp�p total acceleration acting on particles due to drag, lift,
and pressure forces

�Ap�N total acceleration acting on monodisperse particles
(of constant size and mass) due to body forces

�Ap�p total acceleration acting on particles due to body forces
�Apf�f total acceleration of fluid seen by the particles

due to momentum transfer between phases
Arp Archimedes number for disperse phase

B(x, y) beta function
B(g, x) hard-sphere collision kernel
Bi j rate of change of the particle-number density in intervals I(i)

1 and I( j)
2

due to a generic point process (in CM for bivariate systems)
Bagg

i rate of change of the particle number in interval Ii due to
aggregation (in CM for univariate systems)

Bbreak
i rate of change of the particle number in interval Ii due to

breakage (in CM for univariate systems)

B coefficient matrix constituted by mixed moments for calculating
velocity parameters un (in inhomogeneous systems)

Bfv mixed phase-space diffusion tensor for fluid velocity
and particle velocity

Bfvf pure phase-space diffusion tensor for fluid velocity
Bfξ mixed phase-space diffusion tensor for fluid velocity

and particle internal coordinate
Bfξf mixed phase-space diffusion tensor for fluid velocity

and fluid internal coordinate

Bpv pure phase-space diffusion tensor for particle velocity
Bpvf mixed phase-space diffusion tensor for particle velocity

and fluid velocity
Bpξ mixed phase-space diffusion tensor for particle velocity

and particle internal coordinate
Bpξf mixed phase-space diffusion tensor for particle velocity

and fluid internal coordinate
Bo Bond number (equal to Eötvös number)

C constant appearing in the parabolic daughter distribution function
for particle breakage

C(ψ) collisional source term for monodisperse system
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Notation xix

C1 coefficient appearing in definition of the fluid effective
(laminar plus turbulent) viscosity μf,eff

C1–C7 constants appearing in breakage kernel

CD particle-drag coefficient
C∗D particle-drag coefficient including the Cunningham correction

factor for rarefied continuous phase
Ci concentration of the potential-determining ions
CL lift-force coefficient
Cm momentum exchange coefficient appearing in

thermophoretic force
Cs thermal slip coefficient appearing in thermophoretic force
Ct thermal exchange coefficient appearing in

thermophoretic force

Cvm virtual-mass force coefficient identifying the fraction of
fluid volume moving with a particle

Cα coefficients appearing in the functional expansion of the NDF
Cαβ(ψ) collisional source term for polydisperse system

(particles of types α and β)
C(m)
αβ (ψ) terms appearing in the expansion of the collisional source term

for polydisperse systems (particles of types α and β)
C∗γi jk approximate collision source term for velocity moments

of global order γ (monodisperse systems)
C∗γi jk,α approximate collision source term for velocity moments

of global order γ of particle type α (polydisperse systems)

C generic collisional source term
Cαβ collisional source term for particles of types α and β
CNp Np-particle collision operator
Cfv mixed phase-space diffusion tensor for fluid internal

coordinate and particle velocity
Cfvf mixed phase-space diffusion tensor for fluid internal

coordinate and fluid velocity
Cfξ mixed phase-space diffusion tensor for fluid internal

coordinate and particle internal coordinate

Cfξf pure phase-space diffusion tensor for fluid internal coordinate
Cpv mixed phase-space diffusion tensor for particle internal

coordinate and particle velocity
Cpvf mixed phase-space diffusion tensor for particle internal

coordinate and fluid velocity
Cpξ pure phase-space diffusion tensor for particle internal coordinate
Cpξf mixed phase-space diffusion tensor for particle internal

coordinate and fluid internal coordinate
Cpzc

i concentration of potential determining ions at point
of zero charge

C(n)
D drag coefficient for the nth particle

C(n)
fξ rate of change of the internal coordinate vector for the fluid

surrounding the nth particle due to discontinuous events
C(n)

pU rate of change of velocity for the nth particle
due to collisions (particles suspended in fluid)
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xx Notation

C(n)
pξ rate of change of particle internal coordinate vector for nth particle

due to collisions (particles suspended in fluid)

C(n)
U rate of change of velocity for the nth particle

due to discontinuous particle collisions (in vacuum)
C(n)
ξ rate of change of particle internal coordinate vector for nth particle

due to particle collisions (in vacuum)
C(n)

1 single-particle collision operator
C(m)

l1l2l3
collision source terms for integer moments of orders l1, l2, and l3

with respect to the three velocity components

D solute molecular diffusion coefficient
Db diameter of a stable bridge between two aggregating particles
Df particle fractal dimension
DG average size of objects constituting a porous medium
D0 cut-off distance for calculating the Hamaker parameter
D symmetric N ×N diffusion matrix
D̂ volume-average symmetric N ×N diffusion matrix
D∗ dimensionless normalized diffusion matrix
Daa aggregation Damköhler number
Dab breakage Damköhler number

E bubble aspect ratio
Eαβ energy scaling factor in polydisperse systems (particle types α and β)
Ep total particle granular energy
Eo Eötvös number

F inter-particle force
F(ζ) dimensionless normalized NDF
Ft cumulative probability distribution for the quiescence time in

MC methods
Fγ

i,l1l2l3
ith component of spatial flux for moment of global order γ

F+i,l1l2l3
ith component of spatial flux for moment of global order γ
corresponding to positive velocity

F−i,l1l2l3
ith component of spatial flux for moment of global order γ
corresponding to negative velocity

F(M) generic moment flux function
Ffp drag and buoyancy fluid–particle force
Fγ

l1l2l3
spatial flux for moment of global order γ

F+l1l2l3
spatial flux for moment of global order γ
corresponding to positive velocity

F−l1l2l3
spatial flux for moment of global order γ
corresponding to negative velocity

Fl flow number for particle aggregation
Frg Froude number for the continuous phase

G(nl, nr) numerical flux function for inhomogeneous systems
discretized with FVM

Gf fluid shear rate
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Notation xxi

Gi gain rate of particles with velocity ξi due to collisions in DVM
Gi jk,αβ Gaussian moments with mean velocity Uαβ and

covariance matrix σαβ
GL continuous rate of change of particle size (growth rate)
GL,k average particle growth rate for moment of order k

Gm(ψ) component m of the collisional-flux term
Gm,l1l2l3 collisional-flux term for integer moments of orders l1, l2, and l3

with respect to the three velocity components
Gp pure advection component for the rate of change of crystal size
Go

f correction for fluid-dynamic interactions between particles
Gk

n coefficients appearing in the calculation of the velocity parameters un

for inhomogeneous systems
G∗p global rate of change of crystal size
G∗p1 mass-transfer rate from fluid to particle

G vectorial numerical flux function for inhomogeneous systems
discretized with FVM

G(ψ) collisional-flux term for monodisperse systems
Gf pure mesoscale advection model for the fluid internal coordinate
Gl1l2l3 collisional-flux vector for velocity moment of order l1l2l3

Gp pure mesoscale advection model for particle internal coordinate
Gαβ(ψ) collisional-flux term for polydisperse systems constituted by

particle types α and β

G(n) continuous rate of change of the internal coordinate vector
for the nth particle (particles in vacuum)

G(n)
f continuous rate of change of the internal coordinate vector

for the fluid surrounding the nth particle
G(n)

p continuous rate of change of the internal coordinate vector
for the nth particle (particles suspended in fluid)

G(m)
αβ (ψ) terms appearing in the expansion for the collisional-flux term

for polydisperse systems with particle types α and β

〈Gf〉1 multi-particle conditional expected continuous rate of change
of fluid internal coordinate vector

〈G(n)
f 〉1 single-particle conditional expected continuous rate of change

of fluid internal coordinate vector
〈Gp〉1 multi-particle conditional expected continuous rate of change

of particle internal coordinate vector
〈G(n)

p 〉1 single-particle conditional expected continuous rate of change
of particle internal coordinate vector

�Gf� rate of change of fluid-phase mass density due to
continuous processes

�Gp� rate of change of disperse-phase mass density due to
continuous processes

�Gf�V rate of change of fluid-phase volume fraction due to
continuous processes

�Gp�V rate of change of disperse-phase volume fraction due
to continuous processes

�Gf�f global fluid momentum rate of change due to mass transfer
from fluid phase
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xxii Notation

�Gp�p global particle momentum rate of change
due to mass transfer from liquid phase

H(ξ) Heaviside step function
H functional appearing in the general definition of the pair

distribution function (function of the moments)
Ho distance between two primary particles within an aggregate
Hm,l1l2l3 symmetric change of variable involving I(m)

l1l2l3

Ii finite ith internal coordinate interval used in CM
Ir relative turbulence intensity
I[x1 ,x2](x) indicator function equal to unity if x ∈ [x1, x2] and zero otherwise
I(i)

j finite ith interval for the jth internal coordinate
in CM when extended to multivariate problems

I(m)
l1l2l3

factor appearing in collision term for integer
velocity moments of orders l1, l2, and l3

I(p,q)
l1l2l3

factor appearing in the collision term for polydisperse systems
for integer velocity moments of orders l1, l2, and l3

J molar flux of solute molecules at particle surface
J(φf ) rate of particle formation
J(η̃, η) Jacobian of variable transformation relating phase-space

variables before and after collision
Jf rate of particle formation
Ĵf volume-average rate of particle formation
Jk kth moment of the rate of particle formation in univariate GPBE
Jk kth moment of the rate of particle formation in multivariate GPBE
J∗ dimensionless and normalized rate of particle formation

KB history-force kernel
K(m)

i jk integral over collision angles
K(mn)

i jk coefficients appearing in the third integral over collision angles
K exponent matrix used to build the quadrature approximation
K moment vector used in the definition of the moment set M
Km

i,α reconstructed K in the ith cell at time step m employed in FVM
K±α,l/r K evaluated with v+α,l or v−α,r

Kn Knudsen number for continuous phase (relative to particle diameter)
Kn∗ Knudsen number for continuous phase (relative to particle radius)
Knp Knudsen number for disperse phase

L characteristic length of the system under investigation
L particle length
Li loss rate of particles with velocity ξi due to collisions in DVM
Lv latent heat of evaporation
L10 number-average mean particle length
L32 area-average mean particle length or Sauter diameter
L43 volume-average mean particle length
L transformation matrix between laboratory and collision frames
Le Lewis number
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Notation xxiii

M number of internal coordinates appearing in the NDF
M number of sections or classes used in CM and DVM

Mf number of fluid internal coordinates appearing in the NDF
MG ratio between particle and collector size
Mk number of intervals used for the kth internal

coordinate in multivariate CM
Mi mass of the particles in the interval Ii in CM
Mp number of particle internal coordinates appearing in the NDF
Mp particle mass
Mw molecular weight (relative molecular mass) of chemical species
Mw1 molecular weight of the evaporating component
Mw2 molecular weight of the stagnant component

Magg
i rate of change of particle mass in interval Ii due to aggregation in CM

Mbreak
i rate of change of particle mass in interval Ii due to breakage in CM

Mγ
i jk velocity distribution moment of global order γ = i + j + k

Mγ∗
i jk velocity equilibrium moment of global order γ = i + j + k

Mγ
i jk,α velocity distribution moment of global order γ = i + j + k

for particles of type α in polydisperse systems
M+i,l1l2l3

positive integer moment of the velocity distribution
in the ith direction

M−
i,l1l2l3

negative integer moment of the velocity distribution
in the ith direction

M vector defining the tracked moment set
M+ positive half-moment set (integration for positive velocity)
M− negative half-moment set (integration for negative velocity)
Mm

i volume-averaged moment set in the ith cell at time step m
defined in FVM for a 1D grid

Mm
i jk volume-averaged moment set at cell Ωi jk and time step m

defined in FVM for a structured 3D grid

(Mm
i jk)p updated moment set at cell Ωi jk and time step m defined

in FVM for a structured 3D grid calculated with permutation p
M(h)

i jk moment set at cell Ωi jk updated after advection in the h direction
in FVM for a structured 3D grid

M(1)
i first-stage moment set in the ith cell at time step m

defined in FVM for a 1D grid
M+

i jk positive half-moment set at cell Ωi jk in FVM (3D)
M−

i jk negative half-moment set at cell Ωi jk in FVM (3D)
M∗

i second-stage moment set in the ith cell at time step m
defined in FVM for a 1D grid

Ma Mach number for continuous phase
Map Mach number for disperse phase
Mo Morton number

N order of the quadrature approximation
N± number of quadrature nodes used in the calculation

of the positive and negative fluxes
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xxiv Notation

N(t, x) total particle-number concentration (or density)
N(V |V ′) volume-based daughter distribution function
N(ξ′|ξ) daughter-particle conditional NDF

Nd global number of degrees of freedom of the multiphase system
Ni number of particles belonging to the ith interval in CM and DVM
Ni j number of particles belonging to intervals I(i)

1 and I( j)
2

for bivariate CM
Ni number density of particles with velocity equal to ξi in DVM
Np number of particles considered in NDF definition
Np number of primary particles forming a fractal object
Nt total particle-number density
N′ number of weights and abscissas for Laguerre-

polynomial recursion coefficients in EQMOM
Nu Nusselt number

P(ξ′|ξ) daughter-particle conditional PDF
Pα(ξ) polynomial of order α orthogonal to the NDF
Pα,β elements of the matrix used in the PD algorithm
Pi j components of the second-order pressure tensor
Pi j probability for the encounter of particles i and j in MC simulations
P matrix used in the PD algorithm
P total particle stress tensor and second-order pressure tensor
Pα second-order pressure tensor in polydisperse systems

for particles of type α
Pe Péclet number
Pr Prandtl number

Q+ positive moment flux (integration for positive velocity)
Q− negative moment flux (integration for negative velocity)

R ideal-gas constant
Rg radius of gyration of the particle
Reg continuous (gas)-phase Reynolds number
Rep disperse (particulate)-phase Reynolds number
Rec

p critical particle Reynolds number
ReM

p meta-critical particle Reynolds number
Re∗p modified disperse-phase Reynolds number

S supersaturation
S comprehensive source term in the GPBE including drift, diffusion,

and point processes
S c particle collisional cross-sectional area
S k,i reconstructed slope in the ith cell for the solution of the

moment transport equation discretized with FVM (1D)
S n
αβ,i reconstructed slope in the ith cell at time instant n

from EQMOM discretized with FVM (1D)
S moment set source term

S generic source term due to discontinuous events for the GPBE
SfV source term due to discontinuous events for

the fluid-phase volume fraction
SM source term due to discontinuous events for

the disperse-phase mass density
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Notation xxv

SN source term due to discontinuous events for the total
disperse-phase number density

SV source term due to discontinuous events for the disperse-phase
volume fraction

S1 generic source term due to discontinuous events for GPBE
Sf viscous and pressure stress tensor for fluid phase

S k source term for the kth moment of the NDF
S k source term for the moment of order k of the multivariate NDF
S i jk source term of the moments of orders i, j, and k with respect to the

particle-velocity components for the NDF
S (m)

l1l2l3
factor appearing in the collision term for velocity moments of the
NDF of orders l1, l2, and l3 with respect to the three components

S γ
l1l2l3

source terms for moment of global order γ = l1 + l2 + l3

�S�p rate of change for particle momentum due to discontinuous events
S
+ collision cross section

Sc Schmidt number
Sh Sherwood number
St Stokes number
Stp particle Stokes number

Tf continuous (fluid) phase temperature
Tp disperse (particulate) phase temperature
Tref reference temperature for liquid boiling
Ts temperature on particle surface
Tsat saturation temperature for the continuous phase

U characteristic continuous phase velocity
U(ξ) particle velocity conditioned on particle size ξ
U characteristic particle velocity
Ug continuous phase velocity
Up mean particle velocity
Ur impact, or relative, velocity for fragmenting particles
U∞ particle terminal velocity

Uf mean fluid velocity field
UfV volume-average fluid velocity
UM mass-average particle velocity
Umix mass-average mixture velocity
UN number-average particle velocity
Up mean particle velocity
Up,2 second-order particle velocity-moment tensor
Up,k conditional particle velocity for ξp = ξpk

UpM fluid-mass-average particle velocity
UV volume-average particle velocity
Uαβ mean velocities for polydisperse Gaussian distributions
U†p characteristic disperse-phase velocity

U(n) velocity of the nth particle (in vacuum)
U(n)

f fluid velocity in the neighborhood of the nth particle
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xxvi Notation

U∗f mesoscale variable describing fluid velocity
U(n)

p velocity of the nth particle
U∗p mesoscale variable describing particle velocity

〈Uf〉 Reynolds-average fluid velocity field
〈Up|ξ = ζ〉 particle conditional velocity for ξ = ζ
〈Up|ξp〉 expected mean particle velocity for internal coordinates equal to ξp

�Uf�p particle-mass-average fluid velocity

V particle volume
Vf fluid volume seen by the particle
VL length-based volume density function
Vp particle volume
VW sample volume used in the estimation of the NDF

V∗αβ;i particle velocity with EQMOM in the ith cell after the advection step
when using FVM (1D) with time splitting

V†αβ;i particle velocity with EQMOM in the ith cell after the advection step
when using FVM (1D) with time splitting

V dimensionless and normalized particle velocity
V(n)

f fluid-velocity space for fluid surrounding the nth particle
V(n)

p particle-velocity space for the nth particle

W(t) generic Wiener process
Wαβ product of wα and wαβ in EQMOM
W∗

αβ product of w∗α and w∗αβ in EQMOM
and calculated after the advection step with time splitting

W(t) generic vectorial Wiener process
We Weber number

X dimensionless and normalized spatial coordinate
XT abscissa (or node) matrix
X(n) center of mass of the nth particle
X∗p mesoscale variable describing particle position

Yf1 molar fraction of evaporating component in the gas phase
Ys1 molar fraction of evaporating component on droplet surface
Y1 gas-phase molar fraction of evaporating component
Y2 gas-phase molar fraction of stagnant component

Yf fluid-phase species mass fractions
Yp particle species mass fractions
Yα = wαξα weighted node (or abscissa) of the M-dimensional

quadrature approximation
YT weighted-abscissa (or weighted-node) matrix

Lower-case Roman

a aggregation kernel
a breakage kernel (Chapter 7)
a0 constant-breakage kernel (Chapter 7)
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Notation xxvii

ai j affinity parameter for i– j aggregation (with i = A, B and j = A, B)
aα coefficients of recursive formula for orthogonal polynomials
aα source term for the evolution equation of weight wα in DQMOM
a′α coefficients of recursive formula appearing in Wheeler algorithm
〈a〉 volume-average aggregation kernel
am

i jk slope vector employed in second-order spatial reconstructions
for FVM (3D)

b frequency of first-order process (breakage kernel)
b(ξ′|ξ) daughter distribution function (Chapter 7)
bi,α source term for the evolution equation of weighted node α

for the ith internal coordinate in DQMOM
bα coefficients of recursive formula for orthogonal polynomials
bα source term for the evolution equation of weighted node α

in univariate DQMOM
b′α coefficients of recursive formula appearing in Wheeler algorithm
b∗ dimensionless and normalized kernel for first-order process

b̂ volume-average frequency of first-order process
〈b〉 volume-average breakage kernel

b
k

α moment transform of order k of the daughter distribution
function for ξα in univariate problems

b
k
α moment transform of order k of the daughter distribution

function for ξα in multivariate problems

bfvf fluid velocity coefficient for fluid fluctuations
bk response vector for third-order differences to a unit increment
bpvf particle-velocity coefficient for fluid fluctuations

ceq equilibrium solute concentration
cpξp self-diffusion component of crystal size growth rate
cαβ constant appearing in the definition of the pair distribution function
c± coefficients appearing in upwind reconstruction schemes
cp

f specific heat of fluid phase
cp

p particle specific heat
cα lattice velocities used in LBM

d degree of accuracy of the quadrature approximation
d molecular diameter of a solute molecule
do diameter of primary particles in an aggregate
dp particle size

d10% size corresponding to 10% of the smaller particles
d90% size corresponding to 10% of the larger particles
dα size of the particles of type α taking part in a collision
dβ size of the particles of type β taking part in a collision
dαβ arithmetic average of colliding particle size (polydisperse systems)

d∗p characteristic particle length
di j

k net flux of particles for the kth internal coordinate
due to phase-space diffusion in bivariate CM

d vector containing the moments source terms in DQMOM
dn difference vector of order n of natural logarithm of NDF moments
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xxviii Notation

e coefficient of restitution for particle–particle collisions
e elementary charge
ei particle specific energy for the ith velocity component
ep particle specific energy
eαβ restitution coefficient in polydisperse systems for

collisions between particles of types α and β

f (t, x, v) particle-velocity NDF for monodisperse system
f (ξ1, ..., ξM−1) marginal NDF used in CQMOM
f (ξM |...) conditional NDF used in CQMOM
f (δ) shape function for colliding particles
ff one-point PDF for the fluid
fGf volume distribution of the fluid shear rate
fNp multi-particle joint PDF
ft probability density function for the quiescence time in MC methods
feq equilibrium velocity NDF

fα weights used in reconstructing the NDF in LBM
fα(t, x, v) particle velocity NDF for particle type α
fβ(t, x, v) particle velocity NDF for particle type β
fε volume distribution of the fluid turbulent dissipation rate

f (2) pair correlation velocity NDF
f ∗(v) equilibrium distribution function in the BGK

kinetic model and in Grad’s moment closure
f (n)
1 single-particle joint PDF

f i j
k net flux of particles for the kth internal coordinate

due to phase-space drift in bivariate CM
f ∗α weights used in LBM corresponding to the equilibrium NDF

g gravity acceleration constant
g(ε) Kuwabara function for particle deposition in porous media
g0(αp/α

∗
p) particle radial distribution function

gαβ pair correlation function for particles of types α and β
g0,αβ constant appearing in the pair correlation function
gn(ξ) velocity parameters used in conjunction with EQMOM
〈g〉 mean velocity difference used to approximate |v1 − v2|

h size of the regular discretization used in CM
h(ξ) function used to model the second-order tensor for mixed advection
hi(ξ) numerical NDF in the ith cell for FVM (1D)
hL discontinuous event term for length-based formulation
hL,k moment of order k of source term for discontinuous event
hW constant kernel function used as filter to estimate NDF
h1 particle collisional acceleration term
h+ rate of particle formation due to discontinuous events
h− rate of particle disappearance due to discontinuous events

i index vector identifying a discrete particle velocity in DVM

k order of moment for univariate NDF
kA particle surface shape factor
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Notation xxix

kB Boltzmann constant
kc corrective growth crowding factor
kco coordination number for an aggregate
kd particle mass-transfer coefficient

kf fluid-phase turbulent kinetic energy
kf fluid-phase thermal conductivity
kg fractal scaling factor of order unity
kh particle heat-transfer coefficient
ki(ξ) polynomial used to represent the NDF in the Ii interval in CM
kp thermal conductivity of particle
kV particle volumetric shape factor

k∗A equivalent particle surface shape factor
k∗V equivalent particle volumetric shape factor
k exponent vector for the order of moment in multivariate NDF
kξ internal coordinate exponent vector

m particle mass (used in daughter NDF for breakage)
m(k) moment of order k of univariate NDF
m(k) moment of order k = (k1, . . . , kM) of multivariate NDF
mc mass of newly formed particle (nucleus mass)
ṁcp mass of liquid evaporating per unit volume and unit time
mk moment of order k of NDF
mi jk moment of order i, j, and k with respect to the three velocity

components of the particle velocity NDF
mj,k;i mixed moment of orders j and k for the ith cell in FVM (1D)

mL,k kth moment of length-based NDF
mM,k kth moment of mass-based NDF
mU,k kth moment of velocity-based NDF
mV,k kth moment of volume-based NDF
mξ,k moment of order k = (k1, . . . , kM) of the multivariate NDF

mα mass of particle of type α taking part in collision
mβ mass of particle of type β taking part in collision
m∗k moment definition used in EQMOM
mn

k,i reconstructed moment for the ith cell at time instant n in FVM
m∗j,k;i mixed moment of order j and k for the ith cell in FVM

when using time splitting after convection
m†j,k;i mixed moment of orders j and k for the ith cell in FVM

when using time splitting after drag

n generic NDF appearing in GPBE
neq equilibrium NDF
nL length-based NDF
nM mass-based NDF
nU velocity-based NDF
nV volume-based NDF
nξ generic NDF
〈nξ〉 Reynolds-average NDF
n̂ volume-average NDF
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xxx Notation

n∗ reconstructed NDF
n∗ equilibrium Maxwellian NDF
n[13] NDF reconstructed in Grad’s 13-moment closure
nm

i (ξ) NDF in the ith cell at time step m reconstructed
in FVM (1D) from Mm

i

n±α weights of the quadrature approximation calculated from the
positive and negative moments of the velocity distribution

n(h)
i jk NDF in Ωi jk updated after advection in the h direction for FVM

nm
i jk NDF in cell Ωi jk at time t = mΔt for FVM

n+i jk contribution for updating the NDF due to advection from
positive velocity in cell Ωi jk for FVM

n−i jk contribution for updating the NDF due to advection from
negative velocity in cell Ωi jk for FVM

pf pressure of the fluid phase
pf1 partial pressure of evaporating component in gas phase
pg pressure of the gas phase
pref reference pressure for boiling liquid
ps1 partial pressure of evaporating component on droplet surface
pα orthogonal polynomials of order α used

in functional expansion of NDF
pα granular pressure of particles of type α

q heat flux to surface of particle
qi skewness of the NDF with respect to the ith velocity component
q total particle energy flux

s specific surface area of the porous medium
s ratio of geometric grids employed in CM
s particle surface area

tαβ abscissa computed from Laguerre-polynomial recursion
coefficients used in EQMOM

u generic known disperse-phase velocity (1D)
u(ξ) known particle velocity conditioned on internal coordinate ξ
uk (with k = 0, 1, 2) flow-dependent velocity parameters
uα velocity node α of the quadrature approximation
u+i,l positive i-component of velocity evaluated at left face of

cell Ωi jk in FVM (1D)
u−i,r negative i-component of velocity evaluated at right face of

cell Ωi jk in FVM (1D)

�upup�N disperse-phase stress tensor

v disperse-phase velocity (1D)
vf fluid-phase velocity (1D)
v+i positive i-component of velocity evaluated at left face

of cell Ωi jk in FVM
v−i negative i-component of velocity evaluated at right face

cell of Ωi jk in FVM
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